Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which originates from the hepatocyte, and metastatic liver cancer, which happens in a different part of the body and metastasizes to the liver, occupy the majority of liver cancer. HCC, which accounts for 90% of liver cancers, is the third leading cause of cancerrelated death worldwide (1) , and causes an approximated 700,000 deaths worldwide annually (2) . HCC occurs in chronic liver inflammation caused by hepatitis B, hepatitis C, ethanol consumption, aflatoxin, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, autoimmune hepatitis and other chronic liver diseases (3) . With the continuous improvement of medical treatment, the diagnosis and treatment of liver cancer are constantly changing.
Currently, optimal treatment for HCC mainly depends on the stage of cancer. Surgical resection and liver transplantation are the sole curative options for the treatment of HCC, especially for early-stage HCC. Although curative surgical therapies have a high 5-year survival rate, there is a significant difference between early-stage and advanced-stage HCC (4). Advanced early surveillance technology has improved the life of patients diagnosed at an early stage, however, most patients are diagnosed with late stage of HCC, and do not meet selection criteria. Furthermore, HCC patients do not show improved long-term disease-free survival or overall survival after surgical resection and auxiliary medication treatment (5) (6) (7) . On the basis of early surveillance technology and multiple treatment options, how to select the appropriate treatment for different patients is particularly important.
In their summative study, Mokdad and co-workers overview the treatment options of HCC (8) . Optimal treatment requires the cooperation of surgeon, oncologist, hepatologist, interventional radiologist, and palliative care specialist. A perfect treatment option needs to consider a variety of factors including the stage of cancer, the underlying function of the liver, and the overall health of the patient. Curative and palliative treatments could be selected when the liver function is suitable. At present, multiple options are available for early-stage and advancedstage HCC (8) ( Table 1 ). For early-stage HCC, 5-year survival rate is similar among partial liver resection, liver transplantation, and ablation, approximate 70% in most studies. Partial liver resection is perfect treatment for resectable HCC, because the remnant liver has a strong regenerative ability. Liver transplantation is ideal therapy, and has a lower recurrence rate than liver resection and ablation. For advanced-stage HCC, liver cancer becomes incurable and the objective of these cases is aimed at prolonging life. Chemotherapy is a kind of treatment for non-surgical management of HCC, and sorafenib is the sole systemic agent that has shown a survival benefit for advanced-stage HCC (9) . For some advanced-stage HCC, liver function is too deteriorated, and not suitable for curative and palliative treatments. Palliative care emphasizes to alleviate pain and improve quality of life.
Many other therapies, called future treatment options, are being studied in clinical trials for HCC, especially for advanced-stage HCC. Future treatment options include immunotherapy, radiotherapy, targeted therapy, and precision treatment ( Table 1) . Chronic liver inflammation is a major risk factor for the development and progression of HCC, and the tumor-induced antitumor immunity plays a key role in the prognosis of HCC. Therefore, HCC immunological research can help to understand the immunological mechanism of cancer progression, and explore new strategies for immunotherapy. The application of radiotherapy liver cancer is limited, and generally used as selective treatment after liver resection and ablation. Recent advances in high throughput sequencing technology have helped provide deeper insights into the genomic and transcriptome landscape in HCC (10) . With the development of gene sequencing, one-to-one therapy model, named precision treatment, appears. Increasing numbers of molecular targeted gene changes have been found in occurrence of HCC, and been applied in the treatment of HCC (11) . Precision treatment will be an indispensable and significant option for advanced-stage HCC. However, some defects still exist in future treatment options in HCC. Firstly, most patients in the advancedstage HCC exhibit a low sensitivity for radiotherapy and chemotherapy (12) . Secondly, drug resistance hampers the clinical application of targeted therapy in the treatment of advanced-stage HCC (13) . Lastly, the diversity and complexity of genetic change exists in HCC, but many drugs or studies for targeted therapy and precision treatment only focus on the part of them. These will bring a huge challenge in targeted therapy and precision treatment of HCC.
Since mono-treatment has a poor effect for HCC, we could strengthen the treatment efficacy by combining different therapy methods. The different types of combination with curative treatment, palliative treatment, and future treatment options will bring unexpected treatment effects. This needs further considerable research. Early-stage HCC, small HCC tumors localized to one or a few area(s) of the liver and which has preserved liver function and are in good overall health; advanced-stage HCC, HCC involves multiple parts of the liver, invades the blood vessels, or spreads outside the liver. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.
In consideration of the complexity of liver cancer, multidisciplinary cooperation is still an important direction for the treatment of liver cancer in future. As is well-known, optimal treatment requires multi-disciplinary cooperation. But in the past, surgeon, oncologist, pathologist and hepatologist are the main role of multi-disciplinary cooperation. With the application of targeted therapy and precision treatment in cancer therapy, bioinformatics scientist plays an important role in analysis and decision process, and should join the multidisciplinary cooperation to make an optimal treatment. This article expounds existing liver cancer treatment and advances our thinking for new treatment in the future.
